To estimate the effectiveness of interventions which aim to increase physical activity.
transformation of r was then used to adjust for the npn-normal distribuation of r to protect against small sampling bias in estimates of the population.
Methods of synthesis
How were the studies combined?
The studies were combined using meta-analysis: effect sizes from the primary studies were expressed as "r" statistics. Mean weighted and unweighted effect sizes were calculated. Effect sizes were interpreted as follows: r=0.00 equates to a binomial effect size of zero, reflecting a 50% chance for success in the absence of interventions. An r of 0.20 is equal to an increase in success from 50% to 60%. An r of 0.40 indicates an increase to 70%.
How were differences between studies investigated?
A series of sensitivity analyses were carried out.
Results of the review
A total of 127 studies (approximately 131,156 people) were included.
Overall mean effect size: r=0.34 (95%CI:0.26,0.42), or 0.75 (95%CI:0.70,0.79) (unweighted).
The corresponding binomial effect represented a potential increase in success rates after intervention from 50% to 67% (88% for the weighted analysis). The estimated population value of r was 0.64 (0.76 for the weighted analysis) after adjustment for a reliability of r=0.80 among the measures of physical activity. Effect sizes did not differ between males and females, between age groups or between white or non-white participants. The effect sizes were larger in healthy participants. Behaviour modification approaches produced larger effect sizes than other techniques, and effect sizes were larger in studies using mediated approaches compared to those using face-to-face delivery. Interventions in community settings and interventions delivered to groups produced larger effect sizes compared to those produced by studies in schools and other settings, or with delivery to individuals, the family or an individual within a group. Effects were larger when physical activity was not supervised compared to a supervised physical activity programme. Effect sizes were unrelated to the number of weeks the intervention or the follow-up period lasted. Effect sizes varied according to the mode of physical activity. Effects for active leisure time were larger when contrasted with exercise programmes prescribing strength, aerobic exercise or aerobic exercise combined with other fitness activities. Effect sizes did not vary with frequency or duration, although studies that reported on activities carried out at low intensity had larger effect sizes that those carried out at high intensities. Effect sizes from studies using an objective measure of attendance or direct observance were larger than those using self-report or surrogate measures of physical activity.
